3. Rubamazzo

Instructions:

- Play this game of snap with 2 or more players.
- Cut out all the cards and shuffle them together. Deal all the cards out evenly between the players. Players should not look at their cards.
- Players then take turns to play one card at a time by turning it face up and placing it on a pile in the middle. Players must ask the question 'Come stai?' each time they play a card.
- If there is a matching pair of cards, the players must call out the answer that best suits the faces on the cards. For example, if the matching pair is a:
  - well looking boy or girl the player must call out 'Sto bene'
  - so - so looking girl or boy the player must call out 'Così così.'
  - sick looking boy or girl the player must call out 'Sto male.'
- The first player to call out the correct answer wins the pile. That player then continues the game by starting a new pile.
- The overall winner is the player who wins all the cards.
Italian: Topic 03 - How are you?
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